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RE Well-being in Bath 
 

I want to raise the point about being mindful in the context of well-being. I think 

companies and students moving to Bath need to have a certain mindset that would 

fit in with local residents within the legal framework. Students should move to Bath 

in order to establish normal personal and business relationships without impinging 

on locals for no real reason – their attitude should be they are moving to Bath to try 

to have relationships with locals like me. Similarly with businesses moving to Bath, 

they must have the mindset that they are trying to recruit local people like me to be 

within the legal framework as otherwise they would be disrupting residents health 

and safety by ruining quality of life for the privileged few who are habitual residents 

of Bath. It’s an unhappy situation if they are just here to ruin my life and stop me 

from living the dream in my home city of Bath. 

 

Further to this I wish for the council to adopt a more effective mindset of avoiding 

expensive litigation from injuries arising from walking around the city by providing 

low-cost local solutions that keep people happy. Perhaps the student and working 

population do not respect you because your education or other qualifications in 

their estimation is unfashionable and turn violent or aggressive to locals who have a 

better standing in the city. This type of thing is evidence of harassment as students 

should be trying to solicit sexual relationships in other ways, positively - such as 

through volunteering in the city at events such as STEM Workshops. Even just 

saying hello and smiling to start a conversation in the street, or coffee shop, pub, 

club, or bus stop, the park or online, on Facebook. It should be really easy for a 

local like me to have a love life and work life in the city by now after Eton and 3 

universities and 2 physics degrees, working in the City, in Bristol, abroad and even 

on the farm.  

 

We should be able to walk down the street without fear of a common assault - 

someone walking in to us like this has ill health effects, especially on mood! I 

physically get injured when some idiot walks in to me to give offence by abusing my 

good nature and would yell at friend or foe for that type of insult. I think a scheme 

such as the Diamond Travel Card should be used to avoid creating these 

confrontations on the street by giving vulnerable adults the opportunity to take the 

buses in the city and avoid the dangers at street level posed by street sexual 

relations in order to save the council money from not being sued in the future for 

events that have already come to pass. By generating goodwill through positive 

relationships by employing the right locals and encouraging healthy sexual 

relations between locals and students will give me the impression that legal 

action is not required and everything is just swell. 


